Media-expressed information in financial news are critical for stock market prediction. Nevertheless, researchers have primarily focused on the role of sentiment analysis in predicting stock returns and volatility. Here we show that topics discussed in the financial news may carry additional important information. We use a combination of sentiment analysis (using finance-specific dictionary-based approach) and topic detection (using latent dirichlet allocation) to predict one-day-ahead stock movements of major US companies. The proposed system employs a deep neural network to model complex stock market relations. We demonstrate the effectiveness of this approach compared to baselines, such as support vector machines and sentiment-and topic-based models used separately.
INTRODUCTION
Textual analysis is an increasingly important area in financial prediction models. The past decade has seen its rapid development in various financial market problems, including stock return prediction [1] [2] [3] or volatility modelling [4, 5] . These studies have empirically confirmed the importance of information hidden in textual documents for developing accurate prediction models. Textual documents such as annual reports, financial news or social media messages carry complementary have increasingly been used as the sources of information about the company's future financial development. It is assumed that this information manifests in stock market expectations and thus also in the development of stock market price. Automated systems that can analyze the company-related texts are therefore of critical importance. These systems are usually based on sentiment analysis of the texts. This can be conducted using either dictionary-based approach [4] or machine learning [5] .
More recently, topic detection has also attracted attention in related literature because topics discussed in the financial news or social media may carry additional important information for investors [6] . However, the advantages of both textual analysis approaches have been studied only for corporate annual reports [7] and social media, namely message board [6] . These studies have shown that combining sentiment analysis and topic detection improves the accuracy of financial prediction models. We hypothesize that similar effect can be observed for financial news. Therefore, here we propose a system integrating sentiment analysis and topic detection. In conformity with the state-of-theart literature [7] , we employ a deep neural network to train this system to predict stock movements. We demonstrate that this approach is more effective not only than traditional support vector machine (SVM) method but also than sentiment analysis and topic detection used separately.
To conduct sentiment analysis, we adopt the approach of most previous studies and use predefined finance-specific dictionaries. More precisely, we calculate the sentiment score as the difference between positive and negative words. For topic detection, we employ latent dirichlet allocation (LDA), a generative probabilistic model that is used to detect a mixture of hidden topics in texts [6] . To perform the one-day-ahead prediction of stock movements (up or down), we use a deep feedforward neural network with dropout regularization and rectified linear units [7] , hereinafter referred to as the DNN. This method overcomes the limitations of traditional machine learning methods used for the stock movement prediction, such as problem with overfitting and optimization convergence to a poor local minimum.
The remainder of this paper is organized in the following way. Section 2 reviews relevant literature on the relationship between textual analysis of financial news and stock market prediction. Section 3 presents our research methodology, including the data and its pre-processing. Section 4 presents the results of experiments and section 5 concludes the paper.
RELATED LITERATURE
Financial news represent an important source of media-expressed information. The effect of financial news' content on future stock returns has received much attention in last decade [1] [2] [3] . More precisely, sentiment analysis of financial news has become a Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from Permissions@acm.org. ICBIM '18, September 20-22, 2018 [8, 9] . This effect has profound theoretical background in behavioral finance, namely in the prospect theory [10] , which emphasizes that a firm's stakeholders process information asymmetrically, suggesting the critical role of emotional information they process.
Financial news are relevant to both the overall economic and financial market conditions and to individual firms [1] . The former are used to analyze the behavior of the whole stock markets, while the latter are suitable for predicting individual stock prices, returns, volatilities and other firm-level indicators.
Tetlock et al. [8] examined the effect of financial news on future stock returns, showing that negative sentiment in firm-related financial news are effective in predicting low stock returns. The negative effect of pessimism in financial news was also reported by [9] . Similar findings were observed for intra-day trading [11] . Positive and negative sentiment in financial news was reported to be valuable for short sellers who are effective in processing information [12] . In addition to sentiment, subjective tone of the news was found to be important when predicting stock price direction [13] . Several trading strategies based on sentiment analysis of financial news were tested by [14] in order to maximize profits of automated investment systems. Kelly and Ahmad [15] incorporated domain-specific news sentiment into a simple buy and hold trading strategy to increase annual returns.
A wider textual representation was used by [16] , including Bagof-Words (BoW), named entities and noun phrases. When combined with stock prices, the prediction model performed best with these representations. Market feedback was used for text features' selection in [17] . This process significantly improved the prediction performance of the used support vector machine (SVM) model. Higher trading return was obtained by using SVM model based on both financial news and social media content [18] . In a similar model, it was shown that c characteristics also affect the SVM prediction accuracy [19] . Li et al. [20] performed a comparative analysis of BoW-based SVM model and rule-based sentiment model (based on dictionaries/word lists), demonstrating that the latter one performs better. Alternatively to the BoW approach, DNNs were applied to sentiment analysis of financial news by [21] , thus improving the predicting accuracy of stock price movements. A machine learning model using multilayer perceptron (MLP) neural network was employed by [22] to show that the model performed best when sentiment scores were combined with categorization of the news into business events. Topic detection also exhibited large effects on abnormal stock return prediction in [23] . Specifically, forty topics were found in the corpus of financial news using LDA method [23] . For a comprehensive overview of the methods used for sentiment analysis and topic detection in financial domain, see [24] .
DATA AND RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The framework of research methodology used in this study is depicted in Figure 1 .
First, financial news for each company were downloaded from the Reuters database (www.reuters.com) for the period of six years (2012) (2013) (2014) (2015) (2016) (2017) . The data for the period 2012-2016 were used as training data, while those for the year 2017 served as testing data. Specifically, we collected the data for 15 US companies listed at the New York Stock Exchange with the largest market capitalizations (the ticker symbols of these companies are presented in Table 1 ). When multiple financial news were available at the date of disclosure, the news were merged into one document. In case of missing news, the corresponding transaction was removed from the dataset. Also note that prediction models were trained for each company separately to consider company characteristics [19] .
As finance-specific word lists performed better compared to general dictionaries in previous studies [20] , here we used the word lists proposed by Loughran and McDonald [4] . These include 354 positive and 2,329 negative words (available at https://sraf.nd.edu/textual-analysis/resources/). In agreement with previous studies [7, 22, 25] , we calculated the raw frequencies of positive (POS) and negative (NEG) words in the company-related financial news. The problem of negations of positive words was addressed by using collocation analysis with negation words in QDA Miner 5. After subtracting these from the number of positive words, we calculated the sentiment score as follows:
(POS -NEG) / (POS + NEG) .
(
The average sentiment score was 0.674, indicating that positive sentiment prevailed in the financial news. Detailed results for each company are reported in Table 1 .
To perform the LDA, we used the Stanford Topic Modeling Toolbox 0.4.0. Standard pre-processing techniques were used, including the removal of stop words and lemmatization. To control for feature selection bias, the LDA was carried out on the training data first. Then, the topics were inferred for testing data by using Gibbs sampling. To select the number of topics, we evaluated the perplexity (the average number of equiprobable word choices on unseen data). A rule of thumb was used to choose the number of topics for which the perplexity started to decrease. On average, we detected 24.6 topics per company.
The movement of each stock was calculated from daily close prices. Specifically, if daily close price at day t+1 was higher than that at day t, the transaction was categorized as +1 (up), otherwise as -1 (down). Historical data from Yahoo! Finance (finance.yahoo.com) were used to calculate the stock movements. Note that the textual analyses were performed for the financial news obtained at day t. To predict the stock movements, we employed the DNN model defined as follows. The model is represented by the multilayer perceptron with multiple hidden layers, which are used to model complex relations between the input attributes and output classes.
To avoid overfitting of this complex DNN structure, dropout regularization was used. This is, neurons (units) were randomly dropped from the DNN to address this problem. Another problem related to traditional neural network models is how to avoid poor local minima and slow convergence of error function. To overcome this problem, rectified linear units were used instead of sigmoidal units, see [26] for details. To train the DNN, we employed the mini-batch gradient descent algorithm defined as follows:
where w is synapse weight, k denotes iteration, η represents learning rate, J denotes an objective function, x i are inputs, and y i is the output of the data sample i in the mini-batch, i=1, 2, …, n. The mini-batches ensure stable convergence of the learning process.
As the baseline method, we employed SVM, a predominantly used machine learning method in previous studies [17] [18] [19] . Furthermore, we compared the results of the DNN with those obtained without sentiment analysis and topic detection, respectively. Thus, the performance can be compared with the previous research based on either of these textual analysis methods. In addition, such comparison demonstrates the sensitivity of the results to sentiment and topic information, respectively. To measure the quality of the prediction, we used a standard classification measure for imbalanced datasets, namely AUC (area under receiver operating characteristic curve). In fact, the ratio of up movements ranged from 39 to 57 % for individual stocks. Therefore, alternative measures like accuracy may yield misleading conclusions.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To achieve high prediction accuracy in terms of AUC, we carried out many experiments using DNN and SVM under different settings in software Weka 3.8. Specifically, we optimized both the structure of the DNN model and its learning process using grid search procedure as follows. Regarding the DNN structure, the tests were carried out for different numbers of hidden layers {1, 2} and numbers of units in the hidden layers {5, 10, 20, 50}. For effective dropout process, we used the dropout rate of 0.2 for input layer and 0.5 for hidden layers [7] . Similarly, default setting of the learning process included the learning rate of 0.05, 1000 iterations and the size of mini-batches of 100. The SVM used in this study for the purpose of comparative analysis was trained using stochastic gradient descent (SGD) algorithm. This method has several striking advantages, such as robustness to data sparsity and high dimensionality. The SGD was tested for 500 iterations and the learning rate of 0.05. Table 2 shows the results obtained on testing data (year 2017) for several settings. Both the DNN and SVM were tested using different input attributes: (1) sentiment score only (DNN-S and SVM-S), (2) topic values (DNN-T and SVM-T), and (3) combination of sentiment score and topic values (DNN-S+T and SVM-S+T). The experiments were performed for each of the fifteen stocks. The overall average performance suggests that all methods perform better than random classification (AUC>0.500). The best average performance was achieved by using DNN-S+T, followed by the topic model DNN-T and sentiment model DNN-S, respectively. Although the SVM models were outperformed by those of the DNN, the combined sentiment and topic SVM model was followed by SVM-T and SVM-S. As expected, the integrated models performed better than those trained using either sentiment or topic information. Although more information seems to be carried by the models based on topic detection, sentiment score provided additional value. Moreover, when focusing on individual stocks, sentiment-based models performed best in case of PFE, VZ and HD stocks. Similarly, topic-based models were most effective for predicting movements of several stocks (JNJ, JPM and GE). For the remaining stocks, the combination of sentiment and topic models achieved highest AUC. Furthermore, the DNN models outperformed SVM in 12 out of 15 stocks. In fact, for most stocks SVM was not effective in learning sentiment-based models at all. More precisely, AUC=0.500 suggest that all data samples were classified into the majority class only. Overall, our assumption concerning the effect of company characteristics was confirmed as the evaluated methods performed differently across companies. In the next step, we compared the performance of the tested models statistically. Most of the AUC distributions were not normal so non-parametric Wilcoxon signed rank tests were run (Table 3 ). These tests show that the DNN-S+T significantly outperformed all the remaining models at p=0.05. SVM models were further significantly outperformed by the DNN-T, which performed similarly as the DNN-S. Finally, all the SVM models performed statistically similar in terms of AUC.
In Table 4 , we present the performance of the DNN-S+T model in terms of average return achieved in the year 2017. This return is calculated using simple strategy, with buy order invoked by +1 prediction and sell order by -1 prediction. For the comparative purposes, we also calculated the performance of traditional buy and hold strategy (B&H). For the sake of simplicity, fees were not taken into account in these calculations. The DNN-based investment strategy not only achieved more than four times higher average return than the B&H strategy but it was also less risky with about half the standard deviation of the return. On the one hand, the DNN-based strategy was not effective for several stocks (XOM, PFE, JNJ and T). What was common to all these stocks was that the DNN predominantly predicted the -1 class (down). In other words, this strategy was too cautious in several cases. On the other hand, the strategy achieved non-negative return for all stocks except for the GE. 
CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, the evidence from this study suggests that integrating sentiment analysis and topic detection in financial news improves the performance of stock movement prediction models. In this investigation, the aim was also to assess the performance of DNN in this prediction problem. This study has found that generally DNN outperforms tradition SVM models. However, the findings to emerge of this study is that the results largely depend on the company characteristics. More precisely, the balance of the stock movement classes seems to be of critical importance.
The empirical findings in this study add to a growing body of literature on the role of textual analysis in stock market modelling. Specifically, our findings suggest a role of sentiment and topic information hidden in financial news for stock movement prediction. However, a number of caveats need to be noted regarding the present study. This study was unable to analyse the effect of technical indicators in the prediction model. Further research might explore their effect in a more complex prediction model. More qualitative information can also be obtained by using additional textual sources such as social media. Different prediction horizons can be investigated in a future study. Finally, our results should be validated by a larger sample size of companies.
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